ABSTRACT Video-based surveillance pedestrian detection is playing a key role in emerging technologies, such as Internet of Things and Big Data for use in smart industries and cities. In pedestrian detection, factors, such as lighting, object collisions, backgrounds, clothes, and occlusion cause complications because of inconsistent classification. To address these problems, enhancements in feature extraction are required. These features should arise from multiple variations of pedestrians. Well-known features used for pedestrian detection involve histogram of gradients, scale-invariant feature transform, and Haar built to represent boundary level classifications. Occlusion feature extraction supports identification of regions involving pedestrian detection. Classifiers, such as support vector machine and random forests are also used to classify pedestrians. All these feature extraction and pedestrian detection methods are now being automated using deep learning methods known as convolutional neural networks (CNNs). A model is trained by providing positive and negative image data sets, and larger data sets provide more accurate results when a CNN-based approach is used. Additionally, Extensible Markup Language cascading is used for detecting faces from detected pedestrian.
I. INTRODUCTION
Four major components for pedestrian recognition are cascading, feature extraction, classification, and occlusion handling. Existing methods for deep learning acquire or plan these components either individually or sequentially [1] . In Web applications, data is often stored in relational databases (RDBs). Transforming such data from RDBs into a form suitable for the Semantic Web (SW) can cause system compatibility issues to arise, and addressing them requires understanding the weaknesses generated during the transformation process from RDB into the SW. For evolving data, sustaining changes intact is difficult to sustain. Data mapping can be used to understand their differences at the level of data types, with mappings performed using Extensible Markup Language (XML)-based data structures as an intermediate data presentation approach.
The main focus of this study is to map common features found in both RDB and SW data models based on schemas using either form of XML like Document Type Definition (DTD) or Extensible Markup Language Schema (XMLS) as an intermediate map that can help improve the transformation results. These data mappings can further improve compatibility options for data transformation. Data volumes for the web are distributed with RDBs used as back-end systems. The web is semi-structured and unorganized in a formal way by default. To translate such information into machine-readable forms the Semantic Web (SW) was introduced. The need for the SW has increased due to its capability of providing improved methods and intelligent data-seeking mechanisms, and has become a significant evolution in the next generation of the Web. Old technologies are being transformed into new ones. Documents based on XML have become enriched as the SW has developed. Additionally, the Resource Description Framework (RDF) used for the Semantic Web is a language to represent information on the internet in the form of triplets composed of subject, predicate, and object. Triples are used among resources mapped at hierarchal levels using graphbased representations. Data types supported by XML play a key role in ensuring that transformations work properly, whereas customized data types can also be prepared using XML-based tags. Data-type customization is lacking support, which is another reason why transformations made by different techniques and algorithms fail to support each other to support compatibility of data among systems. Thus, there is a need to look into different capabilities of data types supported by XML either by DTD or XMLS while acknowledging their limitations.
Surveillance has the capability to automatically detect a person through facial detection, and can improve industrial security procedures. Current advancements in artificial intelligence and machine learning are improving the accuracy of such techniques. Improved feature learning and advanced neural network design have made object detection even more interesting and fruitful. In surveillance pedestrian detection, object tracking and crowd characterization are key factors [1] , [2] . The Caltech pedestrian detection benchmark image dataset has miss rates from 11-63%. CNNs, [3] among all other Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are the most promising for image based detection. CNNs were proposed for the characterization of entire pictures, and involves pixel-wise classification for detection, segmentation, and object tracking. CNN-based image object detection uses models trained on large datasets and tested for accuracy batch by batch until a required accuracy is achieved, but typically need significant computational time to achieve their goals.
Relational Databases are commonly in applications to store and retrieve data. RDBs are most suitable to manage significant data volumes without a concern for their semantics. Applications working with RDBs include data meaning within their logic, but semantics are again not part of the relational data model. The common framework provided within the Semantic Web (SW) provides the ability for systems to share and reuse data across different platforms and applications along with representing their data linkage. As the SW has been created for the Web and continues to advance, it has become valuable in various areas, particularly where data from different sources must be traded or coordinated. It is less feasible to replace all systems data into RDF, as many applications are still dependent on RDB-based data representation. This dependency clears the idea that either of these data models is necessary to support the current trends in data storage and retrieval. A methodology is needed that is capable of transforming data between RDB and RDF while keeping data intact. Such a methodology will be beneficial for systems whether centralized or distributed in order to work with both data models deprived of worries of change. Therefore, such an approach can reduce the conceptual gap between RDB and RDF data models, resulting in the formation of a cooperative environment of traditional and advanced systems and application.
The different socio-economic benefits provided by the proposed methodology include
• Extensive data distributed on net can be tracked with fast and efficient retrieval and storage,
• RDBs of the systems based on extensive, scattered and unorganized data can be integrated. Integrating RDBs from different systems is expensive and complex.
• The proposed methodology improves operations in data extensive and intelligent environments found in RDF-based data stores under the distributed nature of the system.
• The methodology, when implemented, will directly benefit systems containing both traditional and semanticenriched data storage.
• It will create new opportunities for projects and research work at academic and professional levels.
• The methodology can enable a dramatic improvement via enhanced utilization and compatibility among systems using SW by leaving parts of the system untouched by required updates in Pakistani industries.
• The methodology can help in inducing large scale lossless transformation of traditional systems into semantically enriched systems. Data transformation will improve the return-on-cost of investments.
• The collaboration of Governments and Organizations systems with the outer world while remaining within the domain of the system or extending access to other domain based systems will be enables.
• Improved compatibility with systems using either semantic or relational data model will benefit us to advance in joining the trend of web based systems. The bulk of data and information found on the Web are stored and retrieved using RDBs. Several studies have shown that collaboration via the SW with other domains extends its utilization beyond the Web. Many methods and tools have been introduced to help with providing ways to explore relational data representations for the availability of Semantic Web systems. Yet, problems exist in achieving results with high performance and compatibility.
In this research paper, the following steps are discussed for improving industrial level surveillance:
• A model is proposed built on deep learning environments for image pedestrian classification and feature extraction.
• A deep learning model is implemented with five iterations of training into a pretrained CNN.
• Identified pedestrian images are cropped for face detection using XML-based cascading.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The broader research area on data is known as data science. It encompasses data gathering, manipulation, and the VOLUME 6, 2018
analysis of different statistical, mathematical, and scientific modelling and implementation techniques like data mining, data engineering, databases, machine learning, pattern recognition, and visualization. Work associated with data science involves rich data resources to improve understanding of data by studying their breadth and depth, visualization, statistical and mathematical modelling, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. Data mining and data analysis have become a major portion of data science research. Significant related work has performed in the field of big data, which is, in fact not limited to this field.
The main source of web-based data comes from social media, life, and data sciences applications stored with the use of management system for relational databases. Data transformation has been a challenging task between two different data models. These model limitations and benefits impede transformation when ensuring data correctness and completeness. A precise mechanism is required to achieve better results for mapping both data models to cover all information without any loss. This mapping may cover all possible issues concerning structure, constraints, and operations support. Data models like RDB, XML, and RDF have been built to support entirely different purposes like relationships, commonness, and data linkages based separate systems. A data model based on RDB takes care of information relationships while keeping them identifiable, whereas, XML is a markup language-based data model used to provide a high level of customization and common form of data representation. Finally, RDF-based data models are often linked data that keep traceability and relationships intact by attaching together each part of the data being used.
The beauty of XML and RDF is their capacity and capability for full data customization. XML comes with element support with structure and contains the ability to be extendable to map machines and applications where it is common, compatible and understandable. RDF-based data is primarily built on XML technologies with major evolutions to data representation by supporting relationship with uniqueness and hierarchal attachment known as data linkage. Both XML and RDF can be reformed to cover any form of data for sending and receiving with enhanced chances of correctness and accuracy. Other forms, available in semantic web such as OWL can make it difficult to cover the aspect of data as a whole. To overcome the weakness found in both fields, data storage (RDBMS) and semantically enriched (Semantic Web) is possible by providing a methodology of automatic bidirectional transformation. Such methodologies can come in handy when one transformation does not lose the originality of the data which is being transformed. Tracking vast data is becoming possible through fast and efficient approaches. This method will allow working in both data extensity and intelligence. This type of environments having the capability of back and forth transformation of data models in distributed nature of the systems for the compatibility and interoperability.
A. SURVEILLANCE USING MACHINE LEARNING
Surveillance using cameras involves computer vision for pedestrian and face detection [4] . In pedestrian detection feature extraction can take place using Haar [5] (line, edge, and four rectangular digital image features), Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [6] , and Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [7] to cover object shape features. Among these features HOG uses local max pooling to cover any misalignments in detection procedures from training of data. Problems arise in detection when pedestrian bodies are moving. Approaches to resolving these issues involve depth analysis, occlusion handling, and visibility highlighting. A widely-used classifier known as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [8] works with both dense and sparse data models. SVM is a supervised model used in machine learning for regression and classification analysis.
B. IMAGE PROCESSING DEEP VERSUS MACHINE LEARNING
Deep learning enhancement is broadly applied in the trademark of artificial intelligence areas like transfer learning, semantic parsing, computer vision, natural language processing, and so forth. In the field of computer vision deep handling based learning. In deep learning CNNs have shown better results than other techniques due to increased processing capacity mainly graphical processing units (GPUs), lower cost, and advanced algorithms [3] .
C. DEEP NEURAL NETWORK
According to the data science landscape, deep neural networks are a special form of machine learning used for data analytics. Prior to deep learning machine learning, fewer feature-based recognition and learning techniques were available, but with the advent of greater computational power provided by GPUs, deep learning has become possible for covering almost all features. Industrial use cases for deep learning with large datasets are social media, defense, intelligence, consumer electronics, and the medical, energy and entertainment industries [9] .
The true idea behind CNNs is to divide a larger problem into subproblems, step-by-step, until a required form of a result is obtained [3] . Another major benefit is that networks are easy to modify, and training sets and parameters can be updated if results are inadequate. Multiple stages of CNNs can be implemented by forming layers based on convolution, max-pooling, and fully-connected networks by pipelining, especially for image processing. More convolution layers or step addition makes learning network more complicated when used for recognition systems. For real world problems, these steps can be combined and stacked together many times to gain required results [2] . The first training convolution layer may help to recognize pedestrian sharp edge features, a second convolution layer may help in recognizing pedestrian boundaries using its prior knowledge of sharp edges, and a third layer may support recognizing an entire pedestrian with the information and learned knowledge of boundaries. A sample CNN model is shown in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , the input size is 224 × 224 pixels, after applying first convolution layer, and max pooling twice, and again applying convolution three more times followed by max pooling and applying the fully-connected layers. The result is a trained model capable of recognizing input images and classifying datasets negatively and positively via a sample set of categorization features.
D. FEATURE EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES
Feature extraction techniques involving face [4] and pedestrian detection are shown in II-D. Duan-Yu Chen proposed a methodology making image-based detection robust with face detection in surrounding, contextual region enhancement, with weighting based on design confidence of the model. Using edge featuring channels in the Webimg dataset in addition to an Adaboost calculation, an accuracy of 87.6% was obtained with 1948 images comprising pictures with various stance and foundation [10] . Hu et al. [11] represented region-based classifiers having 5% more accuracy than linear SVMs with smart-patch selection. This study used a linear SVM machine obscuring technique to localize the bases of regions having success rates of 90%. They used the Flickr database having an uncontrolled acquisition environment in 2010. Additional research was conducted with Gaussians in 2016 with dynamic CNNs and produced multiple results on difference acquisition environments.
The Mugshot database was used for frontal detection, achieving an accuracy of 97.95%, for occlusion its accuracy reached 93.12%, and finally for low-resolution images the accuracy was 93.12%. For a database based on AR the occlusion expression accuracy reached 85.62%. Overall progress improved to the accuracy to 97.95% after including Mugshot [12] . In 2014 a study trained a CNN for feature extraction for deep poselets for human detection through face cropping and feature for task-aware layers [13] . However, informative patch extraction yielded improved results nearing accuracy to 77.87% to Gallagher's database [14] .
III. SURVEILLANCE MODEL USING DEEP LEARNING FOR PEDESTRIAN AND FACE DETECTION
The proposed model is comprised of two detection methods from machine learning. CNNs are used to detect pedestrian and cascading is used to detect faces of detected pedestrians as shown in TABLE 1. The procedural steps involve a industrial surveillance model for pedestrian and face detection through feature extraction as follows:
• Images are either streamed or taken from a stored dataset for surveillance.
• These images are sent to the CNN.
• In CNN images are resized to 227×277 pixels.
• Resized images are collectively sent to the first convolutional layer and then passed to max pooling layers for selecting variants and possible candidates for features.
• If the first convolutional layer detects edges or highlights, another convolutional layer addition will increase the chances of detecting pedestrian features through sharper edges.
• These are sent to max pooling for reducing unnecessary complexity.
• The fully connected layer finalizes the result.
• After separating region of detected pedestrian they are marked.
• The marked region is further cropped and passed through cascading to determine the face (as shown in Fig. 3 ).
• Over-fitting problem can be reduced by adding further layers of max pooling or by adding further training to the model. Face detection of any person through images will provide much more realistic results. Test pictures can take from users and faces detected through cropped images of detected pedestrians. The image is further normalized, with three functions. In Normalize among three functions illumination, size and straight the face illumination is more important step in image processing in the cases like face, emotion, age, plant leaf disease detection, and so forth. Precision represents relevant instances as fractions of the retrieved instances whereas recall represents relevant instances of whole sets. Precision and recall formulae are as follows:
The F_measure is also known as F score. The F_measure is used to measure the efficiency for precision and recall when weighted as shown in Eq. (3IV. It is calculated using following formulae: 
IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS
Convolutional neural networks work with two variations of layers. One type of convolutional layer is built on a nonlinear stimulation function and a second layer has a nonlinear sub-sampling mechanism. Further mixing of these layers can be used when building a model based on the nature of object detection required. Furthermore, squeezing of the input size is attained. The formal definition of CNNs is shown in Eq. (5):
Q i (0) = i are input and ∂ (1) is a convolutional parameterization like a weight, and the o symbol is used for representing composition (for further details see [3] ).
To evaluate the model CNN-based training was performed using the Caltech Pedestrian Benchmark dataset. CaltechTrain used 60000 negative and 4000 positive sample images for training through 5 iterations of training the model. In Table 2 , each iteration trained for 1210 branches showing their average error and miss rates. Through these results, with each new iteration of training the error rate decreased and the miss rate increased. For example, in iteration 1, the average error rate was 0.13 and the average miss rate 0.77 but in iteration 2, the average error rate became 0.12 and the average miss rate increased to 0.835. In iterations 3, 4, and 5 the average error rate became 0.119, 0.113, and 0.111, respectively, whereas the average miss rate became 0.837, 0.843, and 0.830, respectively. Caltech-test when used on the trained model gives reasonable result nearing 0.4841 result set. In Fig. 5 , miss rate decreases with the increase of false positive per image.
After the training phase of the proposed CNN, the testing phase was performed by feeding an image to the model. To test resultant layers, feature extraction capabilities for the pedestrian detection were activated. Tests began by highlighting activation areas of the original image for examination. Initial layers simply supported determination of color and edges. Deeper layers extracted features like shoulders, heads, and legs of pedestrians. Such feature identification shows that the network learned through the training phase. Convolutional layer 1 results in the montage show each feature activation using 96 images on 8×12 grids, where each channel is represented by separate image in the layer as shown in Fig. 6 .
Each image in the form of a square represents an activated channel for the convolutional layer 1, where white spots represent strong positive activations found as candidate to be feature of interest in the image feeding for testing. Black spots in the activated channels show strong negative activations. A grey spot was not considered as a strong candidate to be a feature. Max pooling and resizing with highly activated areas are shown in Fig. 7 .
In the first convolutional neural network the majority of features detected are through color and edges. In the deeper layers of convolution, features are more complex and detection accuracy improved. Further layers build up features 21588 VOLUME 6, 2018 by adding the results of previous layers involving calculations, reshaping and representing activations in a montage as shown in Fig. 8 .
In the resultant images, the strongest activated channels in a montage image were not capable of representing detailed features like few other channels. A few channels may be activated on features like heads and legs. The examination of channels such 3 and 5 shows additional activations as shown in Fig. 9 .
The Caltech test results with other techniques with their accuracy results [17] represent different miss rate calculations performed over joint ventures to determine which technique for pedestrian detection outperforms others, as shown in Fig. 11 . Through the resultant graph curve, the UDN shows better performance than others. The results in Table 3 show a promising outcome as the trained model predicted pedestrian an accuracy of 90%, whereas test cases provided results reaching near 60%. This is because the false positive prediction was quite low through the trained model. Results further could be improved by improving images dataset and further training. The same results are represented in bar form in Fig. 11 . Table 3 .
V. CONCLUSION
By combining cascading and CNNs for face and pedestrian detection surveillance improved dramatically. CNNs have the promising feature of future modification in datasets or modeling of neural networks to further improve their accuracy. Larger data volumes are better for feature extraction and object detection in pedestrian and face surveillance. Real-time surveillance becomes faster on trained models but training the model is difficult. With the help GPU hardware, computational power is now available that is required for training CNN models having large feature set. Results obtained provide higher accuracy for features needed for surveillance. In the future, research will involve semantic tagging and linking industrial profiles of visitors for improving the quality of surveillance. VOLUME 6, 2018 
